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SSP’s Experience
“SSP is the largest specialist general insurance solutions provider outside the US”
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Europe:
• 80 personal & commercial lines insurers
• 50/50 broker electronic distribution & core insurance
system customers.
• We enable these insurers to differentiate through
distribution & modernisation

Customers:

Customers:

Americas:

• 34 specialty insurer customers.
• We help these insurers speed time-tomarket with our core packaged
insurance solution
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Asia Pac:
• 36 customers, 50% commercial lines
writers, 80%+ of these global insurers.
• Mainly broker-led businesses with core
insurance system modernisation needs.
• We aim to help these insurers modernise
their legacy IT taking into consideration
agent-led & online distribution trends
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 We leverage over 25 years expertise gained
in the general insurance sector
 Distribution and back office modernisation
experience acquired over 160 insurer
customers located across 50 countries
 +1,000 broker customers transacting £4Bn
premiums and 1.5Bn internet transactions
through our assets
 30 of the top global insurers
 20 clients across Africa
 Resulting in $110m revenues, 75% of those
are recurring

Africa:
• Offices in South Africa and Kenya
• Customers in SA, Kenya, Tanzania, Namibia,
Botswana, Mozambique, Zambia, Uganda,
Nigeria, Zimbabwe, Swaziland, Malawi
• 20 multi-lines customers
• All broker-led businesses with core insurance
system modernisation needs.
• We strive to ease processing automation.
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Customers:

The Digital Insurer
In pursuit of profitable
growth

17th July 2014
Johannesburg

Leading the pursuit for sustainable profitable growth

Introduction
The Valued Insurer: keys for success

The Digital path
Q&A
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The Valued Insurer
A 360̊ view

Consistent sustainable growth
15 insurers significantly out-performed ...
2. Former mutuals

1. Significant orientation to High
Growth Markets

10%

3. Highly focused business model

NAV
per
share

4. Global titans

Source: KPMG International
Examples only, positioning illustrative

10%

Market capitalization

... over the long-term and since the Global Financial Crisis
© 2013 KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. Member firms of the KPMG network of independent firms are affiliated with KPMG International. KPMG International provides no client services.
No member firm has any authority to obligate or bind KPMG International or any other member firm third parties, nor does KPMG International have any such authority to obligate or bind any member firm. All rights reserved.
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Attributes of The Valued Insurer

Focus

Trust

Customerorientation

Efficiency

Agility

© 2013 KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. Member firms of the KPMG network of independent firms are affiliated with KPMG International. KPMG International provides no client services.
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However, many clearly have a way to go …

57%

of insurers do not feel their products are developed and marketed with
enough transparency to make them understandable to customers.

72%
Only

36%
Only

48%

of insurers do not feel their firm's digital strategy adequately supports
building trust with clients and investors.
of insurers feel their organization has an agile business structure
that is adaptable to changing customer and market needs.

33%

of insurers feel their distribution network generates a
consistent positive customer experience across channels.

of insurers are concerned that they are not sufficiently connected with
regulators in their local jurisdictions around future developments pertaining to
the customer agenda.

33%

of insurers do not feel their firm’s mission statement clearly
articulates how it addresses customers needs.

Source: KPMG International, Valued Insurer pulse survey conducted at industry events, June 2013
© 2013 KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. Member firms of the KPMG network of independent firms are affiliated with KPMG International. KPMG International provides no client services.
No member firm has any authority to obligate or bind KPMG International or any other member firm third parties, nor does KPMG International have any such authority to obligate or bind any member firm. All rights reserved.
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Customer-centric business model

© 2013 KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. Member firms of the KPMG network of independent firms are affiliated with KPMG International. KPMG International provides no client services.
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The Valued Insurer - a vision for success

What is predictive
analytics? (And how
to use this to get
closer to customers
and create value.)

What is does it
mean to be digital?
(And use this to
create efficiency.)

Source: The Valued Insurer, KPMG International, 2013
© 2013 KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. Member firms of the KPMG network of independent firms are affiliated with KPMG International. KPMG International provides no client services.
No member firm has any authority to obligate or bind KPMG International or any other member firm third parties, nor does KPMG International have any such authority to obligate or bind any member firm. All rights reserved.
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Products and markets
The role of digital

Seek a clear understanding of valuable
customers, how they behave, how best to
retain them and attract others.
Create simple and easy to understand
policy terms. Keep it short and concrete. Use
technology to make it understandable
Use new technology to re-invent products
e.g. telemetry and smart phones

© 2013 KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. Member firms of the KPMG network of independent firms are affiliated with KPMG International. KPMG International provides no client services.
No member firm has any authority to obligate or bind KPMG International or any other member firm third parties, nor does KPMG International have any such authority to obligate or bind any member firm. All rights reserved.
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Distribution and operations
The role of digital

Focus on the 80 percent of relationships that
generate the greatest value.
“Too much love” or “drifting apart”?

Are processes completed by customers
online consistent across all channels?

© 2013 KPMG International Cooperative (“KPMG International”), a Swiss entity. Member firms of the KPMG network of independent firms are affiliated with KPMG International. KPMG International provides no client services.
No member firm has any authority to obligate or bind KPMG International or any other member firm third parties, nor does KPMG International have any such authority to obligate or bind any member firm. All rights reserved.
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It’s all good in theory, but…
…how do you
transform that
into actions
that actually
deliver value to
the bottom
line?

What
actions are
required?

Theory/
Ideas/
Vision

$$

Profit

$$
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kpmg.com/socialmedia

© 2014 KPMG Services (Pty) Ltd, a South African company and a member firm of the KPMG network
of independent member firms affiliated with KPMG International Cooperative ("KPMG International"), a
Swiss entity. All rights reserved.
The KPMG name, logo and "cutting through complexity" are registered trademarks or trademarks of
KPMG International Cooperative ("KPMG International").
The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the
circumstances of any particular individual or entity. Although we endeavour to provide accurate and
timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is
received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such information
without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.

THE DIGITAL CUSTOMER JOURNEY AND
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SOUTH AFRICAN
MARKET
17 JULY 2014

Craig Beattie
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CONFIDENTIALITY

Our clients’ industries are extremely competitive. The confidentiality of companies’ plans and data is obviously critical.
CELENT will protect the confidentiality of all such client information.
Similarly, management consulting is a competitive business. We view our approaches and insights as proprietary and
therefore look to our clients to protect CELENT’s interests in our proposals, presentations, methodologies and analytical
techniques. Under no circumstances should this material be shared with any third party without the written consent of
CELENT.
Copyright © CELENT
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1 What is Digital?

Back-end

Front-end

The concept of digital in insurance
Digital is often only about front-end capabilities…
Quote and buy sides
• Quote
• Product and Channel
preference
• Usability
• Communication channels
• Trust and Security
• Cross-sell/Up-sell

Front-end
• Policy Holder Portal
• Process and Workflow

Call centre
• Service level
• Role and skills of employees

Marketing
• Online advertising

Billing and payment
• Online payment and billing

CRM and web analytics
• Analytical
• Operational
• Strategic

Claims
• Interaction with insured and
third parties
• FNOL and submission

Underwriting
• Process
• Task

Business Intelligence (MI)
• Key Performance Indicators
• Data management

Product/workflow
configuration and PA
• Pricing
• Product development support
• Flexibility

© Oliver Wyman | NYC-OCR02301-051

Communication with
aggregators
• New online business
submission
• Post-sales processes
• Control and monitoring
of aggregators
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The concept of digital in insurance
…with good reason…

Quoting
Quick quotes and full quotes
Saving quotes
Confirmation email
Emphasising the quote
Customer service
Toll-free number
Representative contact
options
Chat with a representative
Customer preference for
privacy

© Oliver Wyman | NYC-OCR02301-051

Usability
Resources available to
consumers
Outlining quoting process
at the outset
Providing a “progress bar”

Channel management
Buying online (when?)
Presenting reasons for
channel preferences

BEST
PRACTICES
Security and trust
Sensitive data management
Calculation assumptions
Cross-sell/up-sell
Marked space for “related
products”
Don’t overwhelm the shopper
24

How the industry defines it
What we’ve heard…
“Replacing paper by electronic documents”

“Taking advantage of technology
opportunities that directly affect the way the
company interacts with its stakeholders
mostly relating to web, mobile and ‘Big’
data”
“Not much. Not a big channel for us, mostly
just marketing”

“Migrate from paper based communication
with clients to fully electronic
communications, reduce papers in back
office to minimum”
“Engaging clients in a way that we have
never been able to before, using data that
we’ve not had up until now”

“Delivering on the STP promise”

“Primarily eBusiness, multi-channel and the
adoption of mobile and social”

“Interactive, multi device, direct to
consumer”

“A vehicle for transforming our culture”

“Staying ahead. Guarding against new
direct start-ups”

Source: Celent IT Priorities Survey 2014, Insurance
© Oliver Wyman | NYC-OCR02301-051
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2 A device for thinking about digital

One insurance
offering is more
digital than
another offering
if…

© Oliver Wyman | NYC-OCR02301-051
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One insurance
offering is more
digital than
another offering
if…
A higher proportion of the
information involved
remains digitised over
time
© Oliver Wyman | NYC-OCR02301-051
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So a Digital Insurance
offering is one where
the information
involved is entirely
digitised
Oops – we took it too far
© Oliver Wyman | NYC-OCR02301-051
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A Digital continuum

Not Digital

Paper based
insurance sales

Adopting
Digital

Core Systems of
record

Basic
Digital

Advanced
Digital

Sales websites:
direct to consumer or
agent based

Usage and telemetry
based insurance

Online policy
servicing

Online comparison:
“digital agents” or
“robo-advisers”

Extreme
Digital

One touch sales
Zero paper
Zero-touch claims
fulfillment

Automated rating
Digital marketing

Integrated partner
eco-systems

Electronic
messaging with
partners
© Oliver Wyman | NYC-OCR02301-051
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3 Where next for digital models

A look at Advanced Digital

Not Digital

Paper based
insurance sales

Adopting
Digital

Core Systems of
record

Basic
Digital

Advanced
Digital

Sales websites:
direct to consumer or
agent based

Usage and telemetry
based insurance

Online policy
servicing

Online comparison:
“digital agents” or
“robo-advisers”

Extreme
Digital

One touch sales
Zero paper
Zero-touch claims
fulfillment

Automated rating
Digital marketing

Integrated partner
eco-systems

Electronic
messaging with
partners
© Oliver Wyman | NYC-OCR02301-051
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Data, data everywhere
The Internet of Things

© Oliver Wyman | NYC-OCR02301-051
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Case study: Pay As You Drive
What it is

Comments

• First of it’s kind in Australia

• Real-time feedback, used to condition
behaviour

• QBE Insurance Box, SSP and Wunelli

• Black box that can be self installed in
cars built post 2006
• Driving factors:
– Driving at night.
– Driving smoothness, including
speeding, acceleration, braking and
cornering.
– Speeding frequency.
– Other peripheral factors such as
journey lengths, congestion, black
spots and familiarity of routes.

• Delivery tools that match real-world
behaviours of target market
• Willing to rethink product parameters,
e.g. canceling policies for certain
behaviours

Source: SSP, Celent analysis
© Oliver Wyman | NYC-OCR02301-051
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Evolution of telematics based car insurance

0

1

2

3

• Simply installing a
device. No special
elements of the policy

• Leverages some
measurements such
as distance travelled

• Examine how the
driver drives

• How the driver responds
to the conditions

• Ownership risks

• Journey risks

• Broader risks

• Vehicle and position
data

• Vehicle and position
data

• Vehicle and position
data

• Post processing to
understand behaviour
over time

• Post processing to
understand behaviour
over time

Silent witness

• Vehicle and position
data

Simple measurement

Behaviour based

Context based

• Enriched data to
understand other road
users, weather, etc.

© Oliver Wyman | NYC-OCR02301-051

• Drive less

• Drive better

• Drive appropriately

• Drive at the right times
of day

• Improved skill

• Risk advice

• Driver coaching
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A look at Extreme Digital

Not Digital

Paper based
insurance sales

Adopting
Digital

Core Systems of
record

Basic
Digital

Advanced
Digital

Sales websites:
direct to consumer or
agent based

Usage and telemetry
based insurance

Online policy
servicing

Online comparison:
“digital agents” or
“robo-advisers”

Extreme
Digital

One touch sales
Zero paper
Zero-touch claims
fulfillment

Automated rating
Digital marketing

Integrated partner
eco-systems

Electronic
messaging with
partners
© Oliver Wyman | NYC-OCR02301-051
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An extreme digital insurance example?
Kilimo Salama Programme in Kenya, micro insurance for
small farmers
Acquisition
Store scans a barcode on
their goods
The customer is informed
of the policy details via
SMS to mobile phone

Claim

Billing
An SMS is sent to the
insured stating when the
payment will be taken
The payment is taken
from the mobile phone
using M-PESA

Monitoring
Weather stations allow
the insurer to calculate
likely loss

Solar powered weather
stations monitor the
weather in insured areas

Payments are made back
to the mobile via MPESA

The system sends
messages to customers
providing advice based
on weather patterns

© Oliver Wyman | NYC-OCR02301-051
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4 Not all digital is good

The Financial Crisis Increased Searches for Car
Insurance Online
An increasingly digital consumer
Searches for Car Insurance in the UK

2006

2007

2008

2009

All Google searches for car insurance

© Oliver Wyman | NYC-OCR02301-051

2010

2011

2012

Mobile searches for car insurance
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Major paradigm shifts in distribution have radically reshaped
the market
Target
customers

1985

1989

1993

1995

1997

1999

2001

2003

2005

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

General
Low risk
Female
Higher risk
Web-only
Credit card players

Aggregators

Business Direct
Telematics
© Oliver Wyman | NYC-OCR02301-051
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…Google shows how customer behaviour and needs
changed very quickly
Online shoppers, once confident and educated
about insurance products lost confidence…

Google searches for advice regarding
car insurance products
401% growth YoY

…switching to alternate channels for advice

…and seeking alternative products

2006

Google searches for telematics based
car insurance products

2006

2007

2008

© Oliver Wyman | NYC-OCR02301-051

2009

2010

2011

1079% growth YoY

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

Searches for temporary car insurance

2012

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012
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Is motor insurance in just another cycle?
Will this cycle impact other lines?

Influence on purchase decision

1

The influence of intermediaries drops
as product commoditisation increases

The industry varies their
4 products in response to
price war

2

A highly commoditised product
can be easily compared on
price

Where does the customer
fit in this picture?
3

Price comparison tools and
cheap intermediation rises

Time

Product commoditisation
© Oliver Wyman | NYC-OCR02301-051

Intermediaries and 3rd parties
42

5 Conclusions

Digital insurance

1

2

More digital is not always
better

Digital is still ill-defined
Although people have an
innate sense of what is and
isn’t digital

More digital is easier to
define

Does not require rigorous
measurement to be intuitively
useful

© Oliver Wyman | NYC-OCR02301-051

3

• Good fit for simple
products
• Some products are
complex and require
advice
• Some markets simply
aren’t ready
• Typically reduces profits in
the industry
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